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How now brown cow?

Yes, because this is 
all about the how

Of being in the herd of brown cow

Part of the team with Keemo and Thandi

This is h
ow we work, our modus operandi.

In order to get to where we can grow

There are things we need to think, act and show

Simple behaviours towards which we strive

Working together to keep more than hope alive.

It’s simple to do, it’s easy to be

Just turn the pages and you will see

The CHOC manifesto is you and me.



Before we begin, there is something to know

How we get to the behaviours that help us to grow

We have our values upon which they are built

Taking us to our goals at a speed of full tilt.

MISSION

Our goals guide us on our mission.

Our values inform our behaviours – the actions we must undertake – in order to reach our goals.

Our values are the cornerstones that provide the foundation for achieving our goals.

GOALS

VALUES

BEHAVIOURS

To contribute to the well-being of children with cancer and 
life-threatening blood disorders, and their families

Support communities in the 
treatment of children with cancer

Create financial and 
project sustainability in 

all divisions

Communicate 
effectively to improve 

all relationships

Attract, retain and 
grow talent

Advocate complete and 
early diagnosis

I am committed, 
willing and 
dedicated

Engaging and caring Trusted advisor and confidant

Integrity beyond reproach Teamness and togetherness

I am positive, 
passionate and 

personal

I initiate 
communication 

internally and externally

I am friendly, 
caring and 

approachable

I take initiative and 
leadership in 

motivating others 

I am a teamplayer, 
taking others’ needs 

into account

Our behaviours help us to achieve our goals when we practice them consistently.



It’s getting onboard 100 percent

Saying, “I do!” with serious intent

Committing my heart all of the way

Being ready and eager all of the day
Loyal and faithful, that’s very much meWilling and keen, the eternal devotee.

Oh, the wonderful things we can achieve

If only we choose to more than believe.



“Go Team!” I shout with greatest delight,
My heart on my sleeve, oh, what a sight
I play well with others, I’m one of the herdI put others first, I give them my word

Ready to listen – with my head and my heart

Sharing and caring, a team from the start.



“I can! Yes, I can!”, it’
s what I s

hould say

At the end of the night, at the start of the day

I’m upbeat and cheerful, a bright ray of sun

The energy and fire that’s never undone

Up close and personal, I’m friendly and warm

To passionate and positive, I’m personally sworn.



“Hello!” I say, “Hello!”

With equal measures of warmth and gusto

I take the first step, I lead the way

Making sure we all get our say
In touch and in tune, I talk with allHere and there, communication’s my call.



A friend in all places, that’s what I am

Kindhearted and caring, an “Amigo!” with wham

A buddy, a comrade, I champion your cause

Humble and open, I don’t expect applause
Easy-going and tender, I lend a sympathetic ear
For everyone I meet, I am always here.



“Let’s go!” is my mantra, “Let’s find a way!”
Makings things happen just makes my dayLighting the fire, egging them onFighting the good fight until it is won

Inspiring the courage, creating the drive

So we are all keeping more than hope alive.



Here in a nutshell, you have them all

The CHOC behaviours for you to recall

Six simple ways of constantly being

For all of the world to be constantly seeing.

Firstly,
      

 
     w

ith serious intent

I am one hundred percent

Positive, passionate, personal, 

, communication is part of the plan

Champion, chum, friend, 

Always at the ready, I yell out 


